$50,000 and above
Barbara Bradley Baekgaard
Family Foundation
Country Club of Indianapolis
The McGee Group
Vera Bradley

$20,000-49,999
Bruce Ewing Landscape
Fort Wayne Komets
Lutheran Health Network
Patricia and Michael Miller
The Congressional Club

$10,000-19,999
Linda and Wayne Boyd
Brooks Construction Co., Inc.
Kathy Callen and John Powell
Chase
CID Resources, Inc.
CWC Logistics
Deister Machine Company, Inc.
Edesign
Excell Color Graphics
Fort Wayne United Futbol Club
Deanna Freeland
John & Gale Mann Foundation
Journal Gazette Foundation
Master Spas
Sue and Jeff Miller
Norman’s Gift Shops
Steel Dynamics Inc.
Summit City Chevrolet
Laura and Robert Wallstrom

$5,000-9,999
Sue Altum
Britton Marketing & Design Group
Brotherhood Mutual Insurance Company
Laura and Jim Byrne
Marlo and Tom Byrne
Catablu
Chungwo Textile Co., Ltd.
Alex and Jerry Cooper
Victoria and Mike Devine
Do It Best Corp.
Dorset Charitable Trust
Gracynae
Joanie and Bob Hall
Hylan
Ice Miller LLP
Jiaxing Shinsung Kanaan Co., Ltd.
Kelley Automotive Group
L3 Technologies, Inc.
LewLew’s
Lifeguard Press
Markey’s Rental & Staging
Jessica and Matt McGee
Jill Nichols
O’Daniel Automotive, Inc.
Old National Bank
Karen and Gregg Parrish
Parrish Leasing, Inc.
PNC
Amy and Mike Ray
Rea Magnet Wire Co., Inc.
Sold By The Gold
Survim
The Cafaro Foundation
The Chapman Charitable Trust
Theta Phi Alpha – Trine University
United Parcel Service
Vann Family Foundation
Women In Design
Emerald Expositions
Women’s Health Advantage

$1,000-4,999
A Party Apart
Action IQ
All Strong Industry (USA) Inc.
Apparel Partnership Group
Aunt Millie’s Bakeries
Robin and Richard Baum
Dr. Django Belote
in memory of
Michelle Christine Belote
Julia Bentley
Steve Bohman
Lisa Bragg
in memory of Joyce Profit
Carlstedt’s Sales Promotion
Carroll High School
Catalyst Public Affairs Group LLC
Chapman Heating & Air Conditioning
Charles Schwab
City of Fort Wayne Police Department
Kim and Chris Colby
Harry Cunningham
in honor of Gayle Sokoloff
Current Mechanical
D.H. Williams Group, Inc.
Data Facts, Inc.
Marcy Davidson
Dearborn County Convention, Visitor & Tourism Bureau
Mark Dely
Lorrie and Bill Deschner
Design Collaborative, Inc.
Dillard’s, Inc.
Don Ayres Honda
Don R. Fruchey, Inc.
Dongguan City Youshun Industrial Co., Ltd.
Dongguan LanHui Industrial Investment Co., Ltd.
Dongguan Yida Textile Co., Ltd.
Charlotte Dugan
Enterprise Holdings
Sherri and John Enwright
Lisa and David Farrell
First Federal Savings Bank
Fort Wayne Allen County Airport Authority
Fort Wayne TinCaps
Gaylor Electric, Inc.
Mary Ann Gray
Gregory & Appel
Jill and Stephen Hackman
in honor of Tomoko Shimoto
Haines, Isenbarger & Skiba, LLC
Hangzhou Jimay Printing and Dyeing Co., Ltd.
Harrah’s Cherokee Resort and Casino
Her Faang Textile Co., LTD
Horizon Bank
Lynda and Phillip Houk
in honor of Linda Davis
Daren Hull and Virna Abraham
Huntington University Women’s Basketball
Indiana Hockey Club, LLC
Jake’s Toggery
Jia Ho Textile Co., Ltd.
JPMorgan Chase Foundation
Mary Lou Kelley
Kelly Box & Packaging Corp.
Jacque and Jack Kesler
Koch Air
Koch Foundation, Inc.
Kevin Korney
Judy and John Kyees
La Foret Co., Ltd.
Lee & Man Company Limited
Leonard J. Andorfer & Co., LLP
Donna Long
Beatrice Mac Cabe and Don Kirland
Man Asia (HK) Co Ltd.
Manpower
Masters Heating & Cooling
Medical Protective
Merts Heating & Air Conditioning
Julie North
North Six, Inc.
Occasionally Yours
Orangetheory Fitness
Vera Bradley Foundation for Breast Cancer
2019 Donors

Orthopaedics Northeast (ONE)
Owen & Jean Pritchard Charitable Fndn.
Oxford Financial Group, Ltd.
Painting with a Twist
  • Bentonville
  • Columbia SC
Panther Textiles Holding
Joseph Parker
Parkview Physicians Group
Cardiovascular Surgery
Peking Handicraft
Fran Philip
Physicians Health Plan of Northern Indiana, Inc.
Veronique Poudrier
Purdue Fort Wayne Athletics
RW Robrock Design-Build, Inc.
Stephen Sadowe
Jane and Angelo Santinelli
  in memory of Thomas J Sikorski
Stephanie Scheele
Edward Schmults
Shan tou Jia cheng Plastic Factory
Shanghai Korrun Bags & Luggage Production Co., Ltd.
Shenzhen Changfeng Handbag Mfr. Co., Ltd.
Beth and Tim Shields
Simply Yoga
SourceOne Insurance
Pam Sours

Star Financial Bank
Summitt Group LLC
Texas Roadhouse 56
The Almond Garten
The Brauer Family Foundation, Inc.
Three Rivers Running Company
Trilogy Wellness
Trine University Women’s Hockey
Mary Beth Trypus
Urban Body Yoga
USF Real, Inc.
Vera Bradley Indirect Corporate
Verona Hills Golf Club – Women’s Golf Division
Villa Lighting Supply
Visiting Angels
Weigand Construction
Beth Wetherill
  in memory of Haley Wetherill, Diane Wetherill, Laurel Wolfrum
Jan and Bill Woodruff & Bill Rice
Yoga Fusion and Fitness, LLC

$500-999
Sue and Tom Anderson
Armstrong Plumbing, Air & Electric
Ash Brokerage Corporation
Associated Builders & Contractors, Inc.
Associated Heating & Air Conditioning
Automated Logistics Systems
Crissy Bailey
Patti Bennan
  in memory of Jodie Goldman
Alyson Bohren
Bradbury Lane
Dean Brankle
  in memory of Rebecca LeFavour Brankle
Kathryn Brink
  in honor of Carole Brink
Susan Campbell
Liana Ching
Tina Conrad
  in honor of Carol Conrad and Della Wolschleger
Customer Portfolios

Da Dong Textile Co., Ltd
DAC Group
Dixie Electric, Plumbing & Air
Duffy Marketing Services Inc.
Liz Elkas
  in honor of Pamela Perry
Faegre Baker Daniels LLP
Mary Jane Fast
George E. Booth Co., Inc.
Tom Giacalone
Gul Ahmed Textile Mills Ltd
JoAnn Holderman
  in memory of Mary Ellen Elizondo
Maggie Anne Shoppe
Mainstream Swimsuits Inc.
Material Girl
Sabra McComb
McCurdy’s On Main
Molly Michael
Mission Regional Medical Center Gift Shop
Ottenweller Co., Inc.
Painting With a Twist
  • Alamo Ranch
  • Austin Southpark Meadows
  • Colorado Springs East
  • Dickson
  • Germantown
  • Lockwood [Denver]
  • Mansfield
  • New Braunfels, TX
  • Olive Branch
  • San Antonio Northwest
  • South Austin
Paulding Exempted Village Schools
PHD, Inc.
Snider Athletic Booster Club
Sur La Mer Coastal Goods
Barbara Taylor
  in memory of Amy Holderman
The Mustard Seed

$25-499
Rachel Abbey
Deborah and Jeffery Abbott
Andrew Ables
Jan Ables
Aboite Elementary School
Alaina Adams
Debra Adams
in honor of Teresa Meyer
Louie Aguirre
  in memory of Gloria Aguirre
Tamara Albrecht
Marcy Albright
Betty-Alice Almeida
  in memory of Dixie Carter, Patricia Doerr and Debra McMeen
Amata Law Offices
AmazonSmile Foundation
Caryn and David Anderson
Pamela Anderson
  in honor of Mary Hipskind
Lynn and Tom Antsdel
Antwerp Exchange Bank
Antwerp Pharmacy
Ann Arnold
Essl Arsenal
Artsans Gallery
Shawn Atay
  in honor of Judy Swore
Adie and Dick Baach
  in memory of Henrietta O’Hare
Barbara Baekgaard
Susan Bagley
Alyssa Bailey
Barbara Bailey
  in memory of Marty Smith
Vera Bradley Foundation for Breast Cancer
2019 Donors

Deb Ball
Janet and Michael Bangert
Jeannie Banich
Julie Barkley
Martha Barnhart
in honor of Linda Schoenherr
Carla Barnhill
in memory of Louise Schanbacher
Ellen Barr
Catherine Barva
in memory of Mary Behrns
Nancy Barwig
Ryan Bauer
Helen Baugh
in honor of Kim Halsey
Jeff Beard
Sharon Beatty
in honor of Terry Goodwin
Mitch Beaverson
in honor of LB
Michelle and Chris Becher
in memory of Lara Welp
Linda Becker
in honor of Alice McRae
Teresa Begley
in memory of Revenna J Begley
Joe Behling
Barb Berghoff
in memory of Connie Tyson
Lanitra Berry
Jazz Bevelle
Tina Biglow
Dana Bingley
Becky and Tony Bishop
in memory of Lara Welp
Linda Bixby
Christy Blake
in honor of Lillian
Blanford Family Foundation
Debra Bleeke
Gayle Bloom
in honor of Kris Whiteleather
Jennie Blume
in memory of Loretta Smith
Angie Blume
Jennifer Bobay
in memory of Matthew Bobay
Annie Bobilya
in honor of Judy Brown
Brittany Bollenbacher
Gretchen Bonsib
Meg Boston
Kelly Boyd
Nancy Boyer
Kathryn Bradley
in memory of Veronica Marie
Susan Bradley
in memory of Peg McIntire
John Brandt
in honor of Doug Balser
Jonathan Brinkman
Briscoe Dentistry
Karen Brooks
Jeanne Broussard
in memory of Cherie Fontenot
Janine Brown
Judy Brown
Stacey and Chris Brown
in memory of Mary Sloan
Margaret Bruin
Sharon and Mark Bruin
Gretchen Brunett
in honor of Tonya Brunett
Donna Brunnemer
in honor of Debra Lynn
Salena Bryan
in honor of Lisa Bragg and Mandy Arnold
Cheri Baker
in memory of Roberta Baker
Kathy Bultemeier
Pat Bultemeier
in honor of Anita Bultemeier
Kerry Burda
in honor of Denise Andorfer, Jean Sanders
Pam Burkart
Debra Bushee
Sandra Bussiere
in memory of Nicole Carriere
Rositas Byers
Betheny Campbell
Barbara Carr
in honor of Carol Weide
Amy Carroll
in honor of Bethany Obloy
Anita Cast
in honor of Patricia Miller
Anne Casteen
Sally Caudill
Jennifer Chaffee
in honor of Sharon Bryan
Fenlei Chang
in honor of Min Chang, Wei Chang
Chapters
Helen Cheeks
Stefanie Chevillet
Jill Chiarutini
in honor of Sarah Pedersen
Judy Childs
Lori Chokenea
Jane Christensen
in honor of Sharon Nuerge
Kathleen Christensen
Melanie Ciecior
in memory of Lisa Nissen
Lionel Cipriano
Joe Cirullo
in memory of Ann Cirullo
Lydia Cirullo
Adam Clark
in memory of Stella Clark
Kevin Clark
Mallory Clark
in honor of Dorothy McAnally
Cynthia Cobb
Phyllis Cockerill
Kathleen Colby
Linda Cole
in honor of Margaret (Peg) Hartley
Elizabeth Coleman
in honor of Delores Moore
Elizabeth Coleman
in memory of Margaret Coleman
Mary Collins and Joanne Cafarelli
Ruth Cook
Sherri Cook
in memory of Eva Ayers
Mildred Wikle
Terri Coolman
Stephanie Coppolino
in honor of Crystal Edwards
Rocco Corrunker
Jamie Costello
Natalie Couch
Country Loft
Natalie Counrtyman
Charline Covert
Judy Cox
in memory of Rebecca Brankle
Kathleen Cox
in memory of Helen Okleshen
Joseph Crabbill
Anita Craig
Frances Craig
in memory of Sadie B. Moore
Gina and Jim Craig
Kristina Creager
Katie and Andy Creighton
in honor of Donna Frasor
Stacy Crist
in honor of Nancy Pickett
Tanya Croswell
Theresa Crowel
in honor of Janna Emery
Carlos Cueto
Shirley Claght
Amy Dahl
in memory of Judy Redmon
Brenda Danner
Clare Danner
Dr. Gary Danzer
Terrie Darghous
in memory of Gladys Rowlands – my mother
Mary Ann and Bill Darst
Becca Davis
in memory of Lucy Lindhuber
Linda Davis
in memory of Tricia Baker Martin
Vera Bradley Foundation for Breast Cancer
2019 Donors

Teresa Davis
in honor of Suzanne Prudlow and Alyce Schnelker

Teresa Davis
in memory of Katherine Graft

Cecylia De Luca
in honor of Maria Janikowski

Anna Lisa Deal
Patti DeFreeuw
Jane DeHaven
in honor of Donna Long

Anne Delaney
David Delgado
Rick Deller
in honor of Pat Steffensmeier

Christy DeLong
in memory of Helen Bunn

Linda Deming
Cindi Derck
Lisa and Tim Derck
Lashyra Dial
in honor of Bea and Brenda H
Kelley Dickmeyer
in honor of Nancy McKibban

Kelley Dickmeyer
in memory of Barbara Zipf
Tammy Dickmeyer
in memory of Nancy McKibban

Lauren Didier
Carol Diehl
Barbara DieIlmann
in honor of Leo and Jackie DieIlmann

Pat Dierer
in honor of Mary Helmkamp

Susan Dillon
in honor of Jennifer Dillon

Donna DiPuccio
Linda Doehrmann
Vicki Donnell
Patrick Dooley
Dooley Funeral Home
Amy Doran
in memory of Ronda Doran

Suseela Doravari
in honor of Sujatha Doravari

Ella Doss
in honor of Elisabeth Doss

Marta Doster
in honor of Linda Irmscher

Jill Dougal
Brandi Downey
Patrick Doyle
in memory of Phyllis Doyle

Rosalyn Duehmig
Marilyn Dunbar
in honor of Shannnon Meyers

Josie Dunlap-Smith
in memory of Anita Johnston

Catherine Durkan
in memory of Lara French Welp

Paula and Bruce DuVall
in honor of Joan Thomas

Sean Dykstra
Ear, Nose & Throat Associates

Mary and Steve Easterday
in memory of Megan Easterday

Nancy Eccleston
Evangeline Eckert
Brenda and Craig Edgar
in memory of Roxanne Chilcote

Sharon Edwards
in honor of Susan Buschur and Karen Hankey

Jennifer Elliott
Jennifer Elswick
Nancy Emmerson
Bobbie Engelhart
Mindy Evans
Mary Everett
in honor of Amy Huebner and Ginny DiMucci

Olivia Fabian
Fairhaven Funeral Home and Cremation Service

Kay Falk
Family Dentistry & Aesthetics

Carrie Farley
in honor of Boni Fream

Lori Fehlunger
in honor of Sherri Wood

Wendy Feichter
Lynne Felderman
Carol and Chris Fenimore
in memory of Susan Fenimore Frossard

Sue Ferguson
in memory of Sally Odiome

Vernell Fettig
Scott Fiepke
in memory of Lara French Welp

Monica Figiel
in memory of Iwona Serafin – little sister

Sally Fiorillo
in honor of Cindy White and Lori Severson

Cindy Fitt
Mary Lou Fiaig
in honor of Chris Welling

Mark Flanders
Karen Forcum
David Ford
Fort Wayne Dental Group

Forte Industries
in memory of Lillian Oberrecht

Keri Foti
FounderSpark
Sue Fowler

Dee Fox
in honor of Barbara A’Hearn and Joelyn Fox

Karen Fozard
in memory of Doris Gass

Genie Fritter
Leah Gabrek
Maureen Gallagher
Thomas Gallagher
Ramon Gallegos
Gallows Custom Framing & Gifts
GE Foundation
Elaine Gee
Rory Geiger

Genesis House
in honor of Debbie Schuller

Betty Genter
in honor of Barbara Baekgaard and Joan Reedy

Susan and John Gentry
Shirley Gephart
Linda Gilbert
Irene Gillis
Anthony Glaub
in memory of Kris Pogue

Amber Glessner
Susan and Ron Glotzbach

Thomas Gober
Jacqueline and Robert Godfrey
in honor of Melanie Godfrey Best, Leslie Godfrey and Stephanie Godfrey Philp

Jacqueline and Robert Godfrey
in memory of Lois E. Miller

Rhonda Godfrey
Becky Goff
in memory of Lara Welp

Sheila Goldthwaite
in memory of Steila Deventer

Leah Good
in honor of Debra Good

David Goodman
in memory of Peer Baekgaard and John H. Reno

Carolyn Gorom
Sharon Gorsuch
in honor of Cheryl Meyers

Joshua Grabner
Janet Graham
in honor of Ricky Bordens

Grande Trunke Home
Jennifer Gratton
in honor of Susan Gratton

Susan Gratton
in memory of Margaret Leidig and Duab Gross

Amanda and Bryan Graves
Colleen and Doug Gray
Sara and Shayne Gray
Gretchen Greene
Nathan Griffith

April Grunden
in honor of Benita Steyer

Janet Guest
Diane Gunstra
Jill and Stephen Hackman  
in memory of Laverne Hackman, Sarah Hackman and Diane Koehlinger
Polly Hagedorn  
in honor of Kris Peters
Sam Haflisch
Laura Hakes  
in honor of Suzanne Flynne
Nancy Haley
Erika Hallwill
Linda Hamilton
Gregory Hanger
Kristi Harkenrider  
in memory of LaRene Harkenrider
Peg Harker
Beth Harned
Judy Harris
Tammy Harrison
Brian Harruff
Bruce Hartley  
in honor of Artees Hartley
Susan and Jim Haus
Julie Havison  
in honor of Julie Havison
Rita Hayes  
in honor of Ann Brown
Donna Haywood
Jane Held
Laura Hench
Michele Herald  
in memory of Alice Delaney
Diane Herbst
Gail Herendeen  
in honor of Karen L. Zimlich
Jessica Herman  
in honor of Kellie Corston
Barbara Hess  
in memory of Betty Koehlinger
Karen and Don Hess
Kathryn Hess
Melanie Hickman
Alli Hill
Catherine Hill  
in honor of the VBF Staff
Linda Hill  
in memory of Dellores Skipwith-Dodd
Linda Hill  
in memory of Viranda Murchison
Maureen Hilary
Sharon and Scott Hinderman  
in honor of Kathleen Brenster and Sr. Agnes Reinert
Anne Hines  
in honor of Joan Marcuccilli
Amy Hodges
Deborah Hoehn
Marie Hoff
Dan Hoffman  
in memory of Norma Everton
Honorary Retired Pi Chapter, Psi Iota Xi
Julia Hook
Kim Howard
Karen and Mike Hudson
Laura Hunter
Sherri Huston  
in honor of Tina Rees
Tracy Hyder  
in honor of Tommie Hernandez
Indiana Stamp Company
Julie Inskeep  
in honor of Cherie and Karen
Linda Irmscher
Neil and Vic Isaacson  
in honor of Mona Butler
Itsy Bitsy Spider
Kristie Jacobs
Sharon Janowiak  
in honor of Kathy Diane Bourgeois and Ashley Michele Jurcak
Gigi Jarratt
Lynette Jehl
Brigitte Jennings
Amy Johnson
Dot Johnson  
in honor of Andrea Bengimina
Janice Johnson
Jean Johnson  
in honor of Cathy G. Smith
Phyllis Johnson
Sarah Johnson  
in honor of Carrie Farley and Lisa Richardson
Mary Ellen Johnston
Doug Jones
Nga Jovevski
Beverly and Joe Kack
Donna Kaiser  
in memory of Marie Kaiser
Renee Kalmbach
Annette Kapp
Matthew Katinsky
Susan Keating
Ryan Keena
Emily and Ryan Keirns  
in memory of Joan Bond
Krista Keller
Molly Kelly
Barbara Kemp
Martha Kempf  
in memory of William Sheets
Ted Kennedy
Katie Khoshid
Peggy and Jay Kimes
Tia King
Zach King
Jeffra Kinnard
Karen Kirby
Marcia Kirby  
in honor of Karla Waters
Ellin Kirkpatrick
Jill Kirtland  
in memory of Barbara Kirtland
Leslie Kitch
Sarah and Dan Kitch
Amy Kittaka
Stan Klepper
Marguerite Klimkowski
Jennie Klinger  
in memory of Lisa Root
Beth Klink  
in honor of Robin Hixson
Martha Knipscheer
Jacob Knudson  
in memory of Aunt Ruth
Margaret Koryl  
in honor of Mrs. Roose Overfield
Katherine Kovac  
in honor of Patricia Rumon
Patricia and Bernhard Kretz  
in honor of Barbara Baekgaard
Kathy Kruckeberg  
in honor of Kitty Robart
Rich Kruger
Stefanie Kruger
Barbara Kuhn
Judy Kulp  
in honor of Karen Wallace
Bobbi Kurtz  
in memory of Kim Hartman
Christine Kuznar
Carol La Bov
Tammy Lampingier
Sara Landigran
Jane Lange
Doug Latham
Marcy Laube
Law Offices of George M. Sanders, P.C.
Stephanie Lawrence
Nicole Lawson
Amy Lazoff
Ainsley and Brian Lee  
in honor of Mary Ellen Elizondo
Bonnie Lee
Rita LeFavour  
in memory of Rebecca Brankle
Lisa Lengel
Melyssa Lennington
Kathleen Lens
John Lenz
Frenda Levin  
in memory of Jonathan Levin
Nancy Lichty
Lincoln Financial Foundation
Pam Linden and Greg Cafouros
Marilyn Lindenber
Jennifer and Terry Linton in memory of Penny Strelnik
Doris Logan
Susan Longman
Nancee Lougheed
Mark Lung
Pam Lunsford
Lori Lusz
Carol Luther
Mayra Macius
Amanda Maddelein
Ashley Malone
Manpower Employees
Maple Seed Farms
Joseph Marana
Pat and James Marcuccilli
Anne Martin in honor of Carol Weide
Rosetta Mast-Johnson
James May
Peggy Maynard in memory of Connie McAlister
Marian Mays in memory of Lara McAlister
Amelia McArdle
Sharon McCreary
Janet McCullough in honor of Debi Mayer
Judy McDonald
Doug McEathron
Roxanne and Tom McGettigan
Cindy McGovern in honor of Trina Eifert
Helga McGreal
Kelly McGreal
Vanessa McLemore
Edee McMahan in honor of Gretchen White
Cynthia McQueen
Rebecca Meese
Dorothy Menne
Mary Meo in honor of Fran Gagliardo
Merle Norman Maysville KY
Sara Mesing
Elise Michalek
Kate Miller in honor of Leonora Filosa and Lee Mueller
Kathy Miller
Penny Miller
Susan Miller
Susan and Reed Miller
Meagan Mine
Diana and Robert Moilanen in memory of Beverly Siebold
Julie Mongold in memory of Dolores Hope
Monograms Plus Cullman, LLC
H. Duane Moore in honor of mom, sisters, daughter and love of my live
Fletcher Moppert
Joan Morgan in honor of Karen Morgan
Rene Moring
Becky Morken
Elaine Morris
Michele Morris
Katherine and Kevin Morse in memory of Michael Lang
Tim Mosbrucker
Colleen and Tim Mosher
Scott Mosher
Anne and Jerry Moss
Beverly Murphy in memory of Janna Bremer
Juli Murphy
Mike Mushett
Thomas Mustico in memory of Susan Mustico
Laura Muzzillo in honor of Judy Delaney
Nkonye Mwaliu
Barbie Myer
Theresa Myers in honor of Sheila Sheets
Laura Myszak
Nora Nace
Sue Natoli
Janet and David Need in honor of Stacy Need
Rebecca and Soren Neil in honor of Nancy Ronsse
Niecee Nelson
Lynn Nesmith in honor of Mary Lynn Willoughby
Cathy Neuhaus in memory of Rita Carr
Phyllis Newcomb in honor of Jan Burton
Ken Nicholas in memory of Elaine Nicholas Underhill
Diane Nichols
Joan and Larry Nicolet
Connie Nix
Oasis Bar & Grill in memory of Evelyn Nelms and Joyce Profit
Sharron Oberstar
Kristy Ohneck
ONEHOPE Wine
Deb Orr-Krause
Jean and Dennis Oser in memory of Cindy Shovlin
Angela Ottinger
Overhead Door Company Of Fort Wayne
Painting with a Twist - Chesapeake
Painting with a Twist • San Antonio – Artisans Alley
Kyung Park
Angie and Nathan Park and Family in honor of Caron Miller
Anne Parker
Patti Parker in honor of Anne Tortorello
Steve Parker
Mary Jane Patterson
Dawn Pawlikowsky
Julia Peterson
Michelle Peterson
Sally Peterson in honor of Mary Peterson
Sarah Pfleger
Barbara Phillips in memory of Aimiee Pickerill
Sally Pietzak
Patti Pine
Peggy and Steven Platt
Pat and Lou Polito
Connie and Stephen Pollom
Bonnie Pomerantz in honor of Judy Wollman
Mary Pontius
Ron Ports in honor of Alea Reynolds
Brian Potts
Diana Poulson
Janet and Bill Powers
Prairie Farms Dairy
Patti and Herb Price in memory of Rebecca LeFavour Brankle
Gloria Przybyla
Vicky Pulliam in memory of Lara Welp
Megan Pustizzi
Thomas Quinlan
Glenna Raber in honor of Terry Carr
Alessandra Rafferty in memory of Nancy Jane Mason
Sarah and Gerald Rahrig
Olga Ramos
Virginia Rankin
Gwen Raupfer
Kathy Ray in honor of Cory Upton
Tonya Ream in honor of Stacy Botkin
Jennifer Rechter
Reecer Properties
Mary Reed
Joan Reedy in honor of Barbara Baekgaard
Vera Bradley Foundation for Breast Cancer
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Joan Reedy
in memory of Jay Reedy
Kristina and Dan Reese
Colleen Reimer
Deb and Mike Reinking
Amy and John Reno
in memory of John H. Reno
Susan Reynolds
in honor of Joan Palleschi
Pat and Verlin Rice
in honor of Beth Goldsmith
Barb Richards
Laurie Richards
Emily Richwine
Veronica Rife
in honor of Peg Gernand
Tammy Rinchart
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Rivers
in honor of Paula Rivers
Alison Roberts
Doug Robertson
Ann Robinson
in memory of Joan Bond and Carol Ann Clark
Jen Robinson
Katie Robinson
in honor of Pam Scott, Cathy Watkins and Kim Watkins
Linda Roggenbuck
in honor of Tina Conrad and Della Wolschleger
Patricia Roller
Rhonda Root
in memory of Karen L. Jeffers
Jim Roush
in honor of Cheryl
Bette Sue Rowe
Sue Rowland
Donna Rucker
in memory of Gloria Edge
Ruckman’s Truck Center, Inc.
Patricia Rumon
in honor of Debra Betke
Donald Rumschlag
Nancy and John Russo
in memory of Lara French Welp
Rebecca Rutkowski
Dianna Ryan
in memory of Peggy Hughes
Maggie Saal
Susan Sams
Jennifer Sandstrom
Shirley Sarpa-Blackburn
Conrad Satala
in memory of Ilene Satala
Cathy Schaefer
in memory of Rebecca Brankle
Amy Schenkel
Patti Schiebel
in honor of Brooke Rogers
Heather Schimele
in memory of Billie McKinney
Dianna Schmidt
Emily Schouller
in memory of friends and family unfortunately affected
Nancy Schram
Amy Schreiber
in memory of my loved ones
Josh Schuster
Becky Schwartzkopf
in honor of Selena Bryan
Eilen Seefeldt
Carla SensabaUGH
Cathy Severson
in memory of Rita McBally
Amella Shade
Stacy Shammo
John Shaver, Sr.
in honor of Ciella Brown
John Shaver, Sr.
in memory of Sharon Shaver
Kim Shelford
in honor of Marcy Davidson, Jane DeHaven, Dianne Dykstra, Mary Ellen Elizondo, Donna Long and Sally Todd
Deb Sherer
in honor of Patricia Suzanne Summers
Cyndi Shultz
in memory of Delores Shultz
Gabriel Silva
Susan Silver
in honor of Teresa Chestnut
Liz and Mike Simmons
Megan Simmons
Omnsuthicha Singhaklongpol
Theresa Sizen
in honor of Maureen Henley
Jodi and David Skowronek
in honor of Darcie Lentz
Carol Slover
in honor of Linda Lopez
Melissa Sluss
in memory of Edna Dempsey
Steve Smeltzer
Brenda Smith
in honor of Suzi Kamp
Brenda Smith
in memory of Rebecca Brankle and Phyllis P. Smith
Erin Smith
in memory of Ruth Ann Park
Jacob Smith
in memory of Stacey Malis
Jenny Smith
in honor of Vicki Thompson
Jolean Smith
Joyce and Dave Smith
Peggy Smith
in honor of Sheryl Lobsiger and Brenda Rupright
Myat Soe
Syed Sohail
Gayle Sokoloff
Sold By The Gold
in honor of Barbara Baekgaard
Suzannah Sorg
Olga Sosa Ossa
Jacque Spangler

Donna Spohr
Pat Spoltman
in memory of four sisters
Jeanne Sporre
Sport Form
Beverly and Kim Stacey
Sarah Staker
Janice Standiford
Marilyn Stanford
Sarah Stanley
Carolyn and Jim Stapleton
in memory of Mary Moore Sloan
State Employee’s Community Campaign
Deborah Steeg
in memory of Anna Rearder
Gregory Steelhammer
in memory of Michelle Braden Belote
Marilyn Stein
Julia Steinmetz
Kyle Stephens
Donna Stevens
Steward’S Porta Potties
in honor of Selena Bryan
Charlene Stewart
Sarah Stewart
Benita Steyer
in honor of Linda Gassman
Kaitlin and Daniel Stitt
in honor of Carol Stitt
Renee Stoffel
in memory of Helen Walters
Abbie Stoner
in memory of Michelle Grinsel
Andrea Stott
Barrett Stowell
Pam Strange
Jim Strassburger
in memory of Kathy Strassburger
Robin Strasser
in memory of Carol Chaney, Beth Goldsmith and Gretchen Hanke
Robin Strasser
in memory of Nora McConnell
Gilda Strutz
in memory of Laura Bernstein
Sue and Norm Stuart
Carol Stucker  
in honor of Jennifer Niggemeier
Annette Stuller
Nancy Subler
Pam Sullivan
Sherry and Steve Sullivan
Kathy Summers  
in memory of Mildred K. Martin
Summit Hearing Solutions
Michelle Sylvester
Annette Teders
The Cottage
The Jaffe Companies
The Newcomb Group
The Root Beer Stand
The Staff at Homewood Suites/Hilton Garden
Betsy Thomas  
in honor of Karen Anderson, Gloria Besser, Wayne Besser and Kathy Longory
Jane Thomas
Jean and Larry Thomas
Joellen Thomas
Linda Thomas
Nancy Thomas  
in honor of Sue
Threes Company
Jennifer Thurber
Tom Tiernon
Sahsha Tigulis
Ali Tippmann  
in memory of Rachel Dweyer
Laura Tirpak  
in honor of Sally Baumle
Courtney Todd  
in honor of Sue Waggoner
Nancy Tolfa  
in memory of Karen Horstman Tolfa
Kara Tople  
in honor of Cinda Harris
Jennifer Topmiller  
in honor of Peg Hoffman
Veronica Townes  
in memory of Patti Hursh
Mary Trable
Justin Travis  
in memory of Lara Welp
Justin Treft
Cynthia Trent  
in memory of Lara Frence Welp
Trinity Lutheran School
Tessa Tuggle  
in honor of Andrea Brooks
Patricia Vankoski
Tami Vardakas
Christina Ventresca
Vera Bradley
Hong Kong Employees
Anne Verke  
in memory of Betty Larson
Kathy Vessels
Carrie Waggoner
Michelle Waggoner
Elsa and Bob Wagner
John Walls
Crystal and Doug Walstrom  
in honor of Crystal Reilly
Vickie Walters  
in honor of Mary Ellen Busch
Kimberly Watson
Shelby Watson
Karen Watt
Carol Weide
Yvonne Weidner
Cassie Weldon
Cindi Wells
Kevin Welp  
in memory of Lara Welp
Erica Wertanen
Sarah Westman
Sue Weterick
Judith Wheeler
Cheryl and Steve White
Susan Whitehair
Rebecca Widmer  
in honor of Sheron Fortenbery
Jennifer Wiggins
Melissa Wilkes
Bobbie Williams
Jeff Williams
Kerri and Bruce Williams
Sally Williams
Wally Williams
Linda Wilson
Melani Wilson  
in memory of Carol Brooks
Tim Wilson  
in honor of Santurnella Graham, Amber Lucas, Donna Packnett and Karen Wylds
Douglas Winkle
Charlotte Winter  
in honor of Rebecca—daughter-in-law
Cathy Wireman
Wolman Vision and Therapy Center
Sandra and Robert Wolschleger
Elise Wood
Linda Woods
Becky Woolman  
in memory of Joanne Saffell, Beverly Kent, Amber Davis
Jennifer Yack
Holly Yohe  
in memory of Diana Vahle
Mary Yurkanin
Ann Zelt  
in honor of Kathy Little and Kim Rulli
Ronald Zielinski  
in honor of Caroline Zielinski
Lisa Zimmerman  
in memory of Sara